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: - A CBS NEWS INQUIRY: "THE WARREN REPORS" 

.T0 BE BROADCAST ON SUCCESSIVE NIGHTS, JUNZ P5-26-27 

ET 

Each Major Point of Controversy Will Be Exemined,” ne 

New Evidence Presented, and Conclusions Reaches 

A CBS NEWS INQUIRY: “The Warren Report," an exaninetion of 

the major questions raised by critics cf the Official Report on the 

Assassination of President Jonn F. Kennedy, will be proedcast on three 

  

consecutive evenings at the same hour, Sundéy, June 25, Monday, dune 

26 and Tuesdey, June 27 (10:00-11:00 PM, EDT t), in color on the CBS Tel- 

evision Network. 
. 

CBS News Correspondents Welter Cronkite and Dan Rather, and 

- 4 Eddie Barker, news director of KRID-IV, Dallas-Fort Worth, are the reo 

: porsers. ° 

(Note to editors: The CBS NEWS INQUIRY pre-empts regular progr csing 

n these three dates. ) 

the proadcast will review the Warren ‘Commission's pinéings 

about events before, auring and after the assassination or President 

  

John F. Kennedy and the murder of Lee Yarvey Oswald, and also che 

  

eriticisms of these findings. 

Fach point of controversy will be examined by CBS News, in- 

cluding the investigation conductec by Distric 

, of New Orleans.     
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A special out under exeontive crocus. —Lesiie Micgslevy nes 

teen 20 work for more than six months. ‘The resulting Brozccasts will 

contain filmed interviews, reconstructions of events and th findings 

cf varicus tests and experiments conducted in mar uy parts of the coun- 

Five months ago, Richerd S, Salant, President of CES News, an- 

nounced that CBS News had been intensively re-exenining the Warren 

Report rv and other information concerning the assassing tion of Presicer.t 

Kennedy, but that no decision would be made concerning the broadcast- - 

ing of the results of this re-examination unless, as the invest igation 

proceeded, CaS News could determine that ‘se can contribute to public 

understanding and enlightenment. 

"I did not feel," Salant said today, "that it would be useful 

simply to pit critics and defenders against each other in a debate, 

end felt special broadcasts were not justified unless CaS News could 

clarify the issues and relevent facts, and contribute to pubiie under- 

standing an the basis of an independent journalistic investigation. 

These broadcasts have now been set because of my conviction that CBS 

News cen accomplish this objective." | 

"We have allotted three hours to this CaS NEWS INQUIRY because 

of the subject's size, detail and crucial importance,” added Salant. 

- "Bach major point of controversy has been examined in great detail; 

we have uncovered fresh material and we will present the conclusions 

of CBS News based on our analysis and investigations." 

"We needed three hours to present the results of the ‘sixme: Gare 

tong Anguizy," Salant continued, "but we feel that a three-hour proac= 
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time in network selevisicn history, eeal wath a subject on three suc 

cessive prime-vame broadcasts at tne same hour: each night. (At the 

‘beginning of the second and thirc ré broadcasts, we will review briefly 

what nas gone pefore." 
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